
IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Drug Labels                

Drug lettering:
Tall Man lettering is automatically included in all applicable drug 
labels based on the FDA and ISMP Tall Man lists. All drug names 
begin with a capital letter (unless Tall Man dictates differently).

Light sensitive medications:
Light sensitive medications are packaged with light protective 
component materials (amber) to meet USP standards as required 
and when available.

Controlled substances:
Controlled substances include the appropriate  
controlled substance symbol (i.e., C-II, C-III, etc.).

Hazardous medications/USP <800>:
Safecor Health automatically applies the word 
“Hazardous” to unit-dose drug labels for 
repackaged medications on the NIOSH list.  
We also offer a yellow package option to further 
differentiate hazardous oral solid medications. 

Rx items:
As required, all Rx items have the Rx-Only symbol ( ) printed on 
the drug label. 

Expiration dating:
All repackaged drug labels contain the expression “EXP” to       
designate the drug expiration with the proper assigned date  
to follow (EXP MM/DD/YY). 

Drugs requiring refrigeration:
If the drug requires a condition of storage of 2-8 degrees Celsius, 
the word “Refrigerate” is stated on the drug label.

Drugs including salt:
The drug name on labels include salt when deemed  
appropriate or required (e.g., Amiloride HCl).

Brand designation:
Unit-dose labels all use the generic name of the drug on the top 
line of the label. If the product is a brand name drug, the label also 
includes the brand name (in parentheses) on another line.

Alcohol content:
Alcohol content is included on liquid unit-dose cup and oral syringe 
labels. “Alcohol free” is included if stated on the original 
manufacturer label. Please note that liquids with an alcohol content 
greater than 10 percent cannot be put into syringes (cups only).

Liquid concentration:
For repackaged oral liquid NDC#s (cups and oral syringes), the          
concentration per mL (Conc: mg/mL) is a preference option for        
display on the drug label.

Reverse printing:
Reverse printing on the drug label may be an option for those         
customers wanting a visual differentiator for certain items               
and formats.

Safecor Health is completing the final roll-out of our upgraded drug labeling software over the next 
few weeks. As a result, your pharmacy may observe minor printing and drug label format changes on 
medications repackaged by Safecor Health.  

PLEASE NOTE: Your pharmacy’s current bar code type and bar code content for each repackaged NDC# are 
being applied and will not change.   

During this final implementation stage, your pharmacy can update bar code options as needed. However, 
master label preference changes for your repackaging account cannot be updated until after Monday, 
June 3, 2019, when the system migration has been completed. 

If your pharmacy wishes to review or modify current label preference options, please contact us to 
schedule a preference review after June 3. Master label and bar code preference selections made impact 
all drug labels under your repackaging account(s).
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Bar code formats:
Available bar code format options include linear (standard) and  
2D Datamatrix.

Linear Bar Code Datamatrix  
Bar Code
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Bar code content:
Safecor Health customers have the option of choosing a 10-digit 
(standard) or 11-digit NDC#, custom NDC#, CDM# or other 
custom configuration, if available.

Oral solids 
Bar codes on repackaged unit-dose oral solids will include the 
stock bottle NDC#.

Oral liquids 
Bar codes on repackaged unit-dose liquid cups and oral syringes 
use Safecor Health NDC nomenclature. Safecor Health NDC 
nomenclature uses the stock bottle NDC# but changes the last 
two digits of that NDC# to reflect the dose. For example, NDC# 
for a 5mL dose would end in -05. Other custom bar code content 
configurations may be available upon request.

Bar Codes

NOTE: Drug label and bar code preferences are available for all customer repackaging accounts. 
Preference options selected are global and will be implemented for all drug labels and bar codes 
under your account(s). Custom labels are no longer available as many of the previous custom 
features are now integrated into our standard label formats.  

For additional questions regarding label formats:
quality@safecorhealth.com

Customer Service:
800.447.1006 option 1

orders@safecorhealth.com
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